Antigen presentation by autoreactive proteolipid protein peptide-specific T cell clones from chronic progressive multiple sclerosis patients: roles of co-stimulatory B7 molecules and IL-12.
To assess the role of T cell antigen (Ag) presentation in multiple sclerosis (MS), proteolipid protein (PLP) peptide reactive CD4+ T cell clones (TCCs) from MS patients and normal subjects were studied. TCCs derived from chronic progressive (CP) MS patients were able to proliferate and secret cytokines in response to PLP peptide stimulation in the absence of professional antigen presenting cells (APCs), suggesting that these T cells can simultaneously present and respond to Ags. However, they did not respond to total PLP protein, suggesting that PLP-peptide TCCs were unable to process and present the whole PLP molecule. The ability of the different TCCs to act as APCs in response to Ag stimulation did not correlate with expression of HLA-class II molecules. However, the degree of expression of B7-1 and B7-2 co-stimulatory molecules showed a significant correlation with APC capacity. Furthermore, a combination of anti-B7-1 and anti-B7-2 mAbs effectively inhibited proliferative responses as well as secretion of IL-10, IFN gamma and TGF beta induced by antigen presenting T cells. By contrast, IL-4 secretion was not affected. Finally, IL-12 significantly enhanced the efficiency of T cell Ag presentation by a pathway independent of Ag processing, suggesting that IL-12 might act as an additional co-stimulatory signal for T cell activation during T-T cell interactions. Together, these observations suggest that Ag presentation by T cells might amplify and perpetuate an autoimmune response previously initiated by professional APCs. These properties may account for progression of MS into a CP phase.